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Supplier Service 

Section 1:  Overview 

In an effort to provide our customers with the cleanest and most standardized data, 

we released the Supplier Service database and the vendor normalization dashboard 

in April 2015. The Supplier Service is native technology included as part of 

Intelligence and is automatically activated when clients begin receiving corporate 

card transactions.  

The Supplier Service solves a common problem for clients – how to get a holistic and 

accurate view of card charges (and total spend by vendor) when different names 

appear for the same hotel property. The differences in names can be a product of 

different processing system, card vendors, properties, etc. For example, the 

Buckhead Marriott might appear as Marriott Atlanta, Marriott Atlanta Buckhead, or 

Marriott Atlanta Buckh. Charges at this single hotel will display on reports as three 

separate properties. 

With the Supplier Service, Concur uses additional card data to match these varied 

property names to a master list of vendor names. All charges are then totaled under 

the master vendor name – giving the client a better view of the total spend with that 

vendor and likely better discount-negotiating ability. 

Currently, this normalization service primarily addresses hotel suppliers located in 

the U.S. using card data. As we integrate additional sources of data that address 

expanded coverage on an international basis, they will be added to our vendor 

normalization process. In addition, over time, it will also include suppliers involved in 

air, car, restaurant, and other card commodities. 

Section 2:  Normalization Process 

Matching 

These are the basic steps Concur takes for matching the various vendor names to a 

common vendor name: 

• Create/Maintain the master list: Concur creates a master list using a 

combination of trusted, cleansed sources of hotel data. The property 

addresses are converted to a common format in an effort to make the data as 

precise as possible and to remove unnecessary ambiguities, such as: 

 Remove less useful words, like the or and 

 Change the address values to a common format, like Eighth to 8th 

• "Normalize" the imported card charges: The address information of 

imported hotel credit card records is converted to the same common address 

format. 
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• Compare the credit card records to the master list: The merchant code, 

merchant ID, tax ID, hotel name, hotel address, hotel phone, and hotel 

website is the basis of the comparison between normalized credit card records 

and the master list.  

Scoring 

When the credit card record is compared to the master list, the matching data is 

scored based on relevance. For example:  

• Common words like RD, ST, AVE, and WA are scored as important but less 

useful in differentiating one property from another. 

• Data that is very common in many records, such as the exact name of a hotel 

like Sheraton or Comfort Inn, is scored higher.  

• Data that is more unique, such as city name and street address, is scored 

higher. 

• Tax ID is much more precise than the data described above. 

Note the following: 

• Data such as name, street address, and Tax ID do not automatically mean 

there is a perfect match because that data might also apply to the hotel 

(embedded) restaurant.  

• Be aware that there is a high level of matching among suppliers in North 

America because of the volume of data. As Concur is able to obtain better 

data internationally, those match rates will increase. 

The score is totaled and then: 

• If the match score is high, the record is linked to the master record and made 

available for use in client Intelligence reports. 

• If the match score is at a moderate level, the record is queued for manual 

review. 

• If the match score is low, the record is queued for a more detailed manual 

review. 

Section 3:  Hotel Vendor Normalization Analysis Dashboard 

The Hotel Vendor Normalization Analysis Dashboard displays vendors from the 

master list that have been leveraged by the client. When the report user clicks 

through the list of properties on the left side of the page, the graph in the middle of 

the page and the list at the bottom of the page show the amounts and the number of 

disparate property names consolidated to obtain the total spend for the actual 

property. 

The report provides the brand, chain, and property information. 

 For a full description and sample of the dashboard, refer to the Standard 

Reports by Folder for Analysis / Intelligence / Premium guide. 
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Section 4:  Adding Normalized Vendors to Existing Reports 

Users can add a new data item to a report, and then give it this definition: 

IF  

                ([Expense].[Credit Card Transactions].[Vendor Name] IS NULL ) 

                Then 

                                ([Expense].[Credit Card Transactions].[Merchant]) 

ELSE  

                ([Expense].[Credit Card Transactions].[Vendor Name] ) 

This will populate the field with the normalized vendor information if available and, if 

not, the merchant information appears. 

This example assumes that the user wants to use the data in the Merchant field. The 

user could also use Merchant Description, if desired. If so, they could substitute 

[Expense].[Credit Card Transactions].[Merchant Description] for Merchant shown 

above. 

Section 5:  FAQs  

Q. Does this apply to car, air, and hotel data?  

A. Yes. The master supplier list contains evaluated and matched vendor 

information for air, car, and hotel vendors.  

Q. How are embedded restaurants in hotels handled?  

A. Whenever possible, restaurants that are embedded in hotel properties are 

identified and reclassified to ensure that future transactions are matched 

appropriately. 

Q. What are the plans to expand the matching of vendor types with the Supplier 

Service? 

A. In the short term, Concur will continue to build out the master vendor list 

for the three major commodities – air, car, and hotel representing domestic 

and international vendors. Longer term, it is possible that the Supplier Service 

will add restaurant vendors to the master list. 

Q. What are the benefits of using the Supplier Service?  

A. Normalizing vendors provides a number of benefits that clients can take 

advantage of. They include: 

 More accurate categorization of suppliers and vendors for rate 

negotiations 

 Visibility to hotel spend based on brand, chain, and property 

 Eliminating the need for manual vendor consolidation projects 
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Q. Is the Supplier Service available globally?  

A. Yes. However, the availability and accuracy of international vendors 

available in the master list is directly proportional to the number of 

international clients using Concur. A vast majority of clients and transactions 

come from North America-based clients, which in turn represent a majority of 

the vendors in the master list. 

Q. Can existing reports be modified to include the normalized vendor information? 

A. Yes. The normalized vendors are available in the model to use for both ad-

hoc queries and new or existing reports.  

 Refer to Adding Normalized Vendors to Existing Reports in this chapter 

for more details. 

Q. Why are there so many variations in vendor names and data?  

A. There are many opportunities during the lifecycle of a card transaction for 

each entity (POS system, processing house, and card distributor) to impose 

their own standards and storage of the data. While we cannot control their 

standards, we can try to normalize this data to ensure we are providing the 

most accurate data possible. 

Q. What additional details are available about the matching and scoring algorithm?  

A. Concur has invested heavily in providing the technology as part of the 

Intelligence tool. Unfortunately, providing additional details about the 

Supplier Service exposes proprietary information about this technology and 

product. 

Q. What can I do if two vendors were combined but should not have been?  

A. Contact Concur Client Support to log a case. The Supplier Service team will 

assess the vendors and modify the matching/scoring algorithm if necessary. 

Q. What can I do if two vendors should be combined? 

A. Contact Concur Client Support to log a case. The Supplier Service team will 

assess the vendors and modify the matching/scoring algorithm if necessary.  

Q. If I want this service, who do I contact? 

A. The Supplier Service is native technology that is included in Intelligence. 

Speak to your account executive if you are interested in purchasing 

Intelligence. 
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